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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
General 
Numerous criteria, both theoretical and empirical, have been 
developed by highway engineers for designing asphaltic concrete pave-
ments. Most of them involve the stress-strain characteristics of the 
paving materials. One method which is employed by many states in 
flexible pavement design is the stabilometer method. Essential to 
this method is the employment of the stabilometer device for evaluating 
stress-deformation relations in the paving materials. 
In 1948, the stabilometer method was introduced by Hveem and 
Carmany (1948) of the California Highway Department. Several physical 
characteristics of the pavement surface, base, and subgrade as well as 
the traffic load were considered as the factors governing the pavement 
thickness design. The design is based upon the principle that the 
particles in pavement layers tend to be displaced along the curved 
paths shown in Fi~, 1, and thu~ develop an upward thrust against the 
underside of the pavement layers. Glossop, Vokac and Golder had also 
expressed this concept earlier (1943). 
In pavement design theory, the required thickness varies directly 
as the tire pressure, the radius of loading and the logarithm of the 
load repetition. Applying the stabilometer method to pavement design, 
Hveem and Carmany added that: the thickness also varies inversely as 
1 
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Figure 1. Paths of Particle Movement upon Deformation 
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the fifth root of the cohesion of the flexible layers. Furthermore, 
the pavement thickness has a linear relationship with the value of 
soil deformation resistance which has been expressed as the ratio be-
tween the transmitted horizontal pressure and the applied vertical 
pressure. 
The ability of pavement material to resist displacement was de-
signated as the "resistance value" or R-value, The stabilometer, 
shown in Fig, 2, designed by Hveem, furnishes a means for measuring 
the R-value directly. When a stabilometer is not available, the re-
sistance value can be approximated by one of its various relationships 
with several soil classification systems and the California Bearing 
Ratio. 
Methods for Evaluation of Resistance Value 
The stabilometer has been devised to provide direct measurement 
of the lateral pressure transmitted by a plastic material upon which a 
vertical load is applied. As indicated in Fig. 3, a sample four inches 
in diameter and 2-1/2 inches in height is inserted into the stabilo-
meter chamber. Vertical loads are applied to the sample, and the 
resulting laterally developed stresses are measured. The resistance 
value can be computed through the formula 
R 100 - 100 ( 1 ) = 2.5 ( Pv 1 ) + 1 D Ph -
where R = resistance value 
Pv = applied vertical pressure, in psi 
Ph = transmitted horizontal pressure, in psi 
4 
Figure 2. Stabilometer 
TESTING--
HEAD 
RUBBER--
MEMBRANE 
FLUID______/' 
UNDER 
PRESSURE 
VERTICAL LOAD 
Figure 3. Schematic Diagram of Stabilometer, 
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D = displacement of stabilometer fluid, measured in 
revolutions of a calibrated pump handle 
The Portland Cement Association has suggested a method to approx-
imate the R-value without using the stabilometer (PCA, 1962)0 Fig-
ure 4 shows the relationships between R-value and various soil classi-
fications. These relationships give the general limits of the R-value 
for soils ranging from poorest to best with regard to their supporting 
power. 
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Another alternate method, which makes use of the group index, was 
proposed by Hveem (1948). He indicated that the R-value is a linear 
function of the group index. The graphical representation of the 
relationship is shown in Fig. 5. Upon knowning the relationship, one 
can obtain the resistance value directly from this functional relation. 
Hveem (1948) refers to an unpublished communication from D. J. 
Steele in which it is suggested that the California Bearing Ratio 
when combined with the grading analysis and measured expansion, has a 
definite relationship to the resistance value as derived from the 
stabilometer test, The relationship involved is indicated in the 
chart shown in Fig. 6. I'n using this chart, a straight line is drawn 
through the value of CBR at 0.1 inch penetration on Scale F and the 
ratio between percentages passing #200 and #4 sieves on Scale G. This 
line is extended to intersect the Scale H. From this point on Scale H 
a straight line is drawn through the CBR expansion value on Scale I 
and extended to intersect Scale J at the R-value. Hveem remarks that 
this chart should not be employed for any mate·rial which .has the 
following properties: 
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(modified after Hveem, 
1948) 
a. less than 75 percent passing #4 sieve, 
b. more than 8 percent passing #200 sieve, and 
c. the product of the plasticity index and percent passing 
#200 sieve greater than 72. 
The Problem 
10 
The stabilometer method has been adopted by many states as a 
standard pavement design procedure, This procedure is presented in 
many publications which will be referred to in a later chapter of this 
paper. In order to evaluate the resistance value, one must utilize a 
stabilometer, a kneading compactor, an exudation pressure device and 
a compression testing machine. These devices are more delicate and 
expensive than those employed by other standard procesf;les that are in-
volved in highway design procedures. A complete stabilometer test 
run by an experienced technician usually takes more than 10 hours of 
work, Because of the laborious work, the tendency toward using other 
methods for R-value estimation .has increased. 
Other methods present certain disadvantages. Use of the approxi-
mate relq,tionships (Fig. 4) between R-value and various soil classifi-
cation systems leads to a wide range of possible R-values for any 
single soil type. Therefore, it is not feasible to use these rela~ 
tionships to evaluate the resistance value with satisfactory precision. 
As far as the use of the group index as a measure of the R-value 
is concerned (Fig. 5), the author's research revealed that most of the 
observed ~values fall below the line and scatter over the right hand 
corner of the diagram without following a pattern, Based on this 
11 
observation, the writer has little confidence in using this curve as a 
means to evaluate the resistance value. 
When the California Bearing Ratio is used to evaluate the R-value, 
one has to be aware of certain limitations on the type of material 
being tested. Evaluation of the California Bearing Ratio involves 
laborious experimental work. In addition, the CBR Test does not 
appear to be any better than the Stabilometer Test in estimating soil 
strength. 
To the present time, there is no method, other than the Stabilo-
meter Test, which .has been established for predicting soil resistance 
to deformation with satisfactory precision. 
Objective and Scope 
The objective of this study was to investigate the relationship 
between the deformation resistance of plastic highway subgrade soils 
and the soil moisture content. It was hoped that such an investi-
gation would lead to useful predictive equations from which the de-
formation resistance of certain soils could be ascertained. 
In this research, 63 samples of in-place plastic subgrade material 
obtained from the Oklahoma state highway system were subjected to lab-
oratory testing, including liquid limit and plastic limit determina-
tions, sieve analysis, standard compaction test, and Hveem s.tabilometer 
test. Study of the plotted test results led to the conclusion that a 
meaningful relationship could be demonstrated between the deformation 
resistance and the moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure. 
Various statistical analyses were employed, leading to the establish-
ment of the desired equations for three different groups of soils. 
During the course of the investigation a useful relationship be-
tween soil moisture content at 300 psi exudation pr~ssure and the op-
timum moisture content was discovered. 
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CHAPTER II 
PRIOR STUDIES OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION 
AND INTERNAL RESISTANCE 
GeI).eral 
Engineers have broadly referred to the resistance of soil to de-
formation as the supporting power or bearing capacity of soils. More 
precise terminolo~;y would be the expression "internal resistance to 
deformation". The resistance respondf:i not only to different load 
conditions, but is also affected by the nature of the soil. Several 
attempts have been made to analyze soil resistance through mathematical 
treatments based on the theory of·elasticity, However, the properties 
of soils may be more easily understood by extending the principles of 
hydrostatics, One of the characteristics of a liquid is the ability 
to transmit presst.tre equally in all directions. When combined w:Lth 
various amounts of water, a soil mass will transmit some pressure in 
all directions, but not in the uniform pattern like that of a liquid. 
The variation depends upon the soil characteristics and the amount of 
water in the soil mass. More specifically, when a vertical load is 
applied to a soil mass, the resulting lateral pressure varies inversely 
with the intern~l resistance of the soil. The plastic deformation of 
soil mass has been observed in both field and experimental E:limulation 
by many researchers. Both experimental observations and analytical 
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determination of soil resistance to deformation under load will be 
discussed subsequently. 
Experimental Results 
J,.4 
Various researchers have conducted model studies of the plastic 
failure of a soil mass under ultimate load, by applying the theory of 
similitude (Jumikis, 1956; Jumikis, 1961; Ho~sel, 1935), These in-
vestigators presented photographs of sand and clay mas~es being de-
formed under vertical load. The photographs showed that both materials 
produced similar deformation patterns. The potential paths of indivi-
dual particle movement are shown in Fig. 1. The rupture surface curves 
had the shape of .a logarithmic spiral, " 
It is obvious that if the load exceeds the resistance of the soil 
particles underneath the load and a general shear failure occurs, 
lateral movement will take place. If the material in the surrounding 
area provides adequate resistance the movement will stop, Otherwise, 
the. surrounding mass yields in the path which has the least resist-
ance. 
The soil resistance could be predicted by the analytical methods 
which were developed from the above experimental observations. These 
methods are presented in the following section, 
Analytical Results 
In 1920, Pranqtl published his study on the penetration of a 
statically loaded hard body into another softer, homogeneous, iso-
tropic material, He studied the phenomenon from the viewpoint of 
plastic equi],ibrium. Figure 7 shows the system in his study and 
TANGENT 
P LAST! C ZONE OR 
ZONE OF RADIAL SHEAR 
LOGARITHMIC SPIRAL: 
Ct. 
I 
1 ZONE OF ACTIVE STATE 
ZONE OF PASSIVE STATE 
OF PARTICLE MOVEMENT 
Figure 7. Prandtl's System of Study (modified after Prandtl, 1920) 
modified later by Krynine (1947). Upon applicati0n of the vertical 
stress ( cr ) on the ground surface, the soil wedge ( ~) A~C was 
u 
pushed downward into the soil .mass~ The·pressures from~ AOC·and 
~ BOC were transmitted to~ ADF and·~,BEG through~- ACD and~ BCE 
respectively. The location of~ ADF and~ BEG, being d~formed, are 
16 
indicated in Fig, 7 with dotted lines, The paths of particle movement 
are also shown in the same figure. 
The stress cr acting on~ ABC, the active zone, was considered to 
u 
be of a hydrostatic nature and therefore had the same intensity on the. 
face AC and· BC. D-de: "t'6·toree. eq*7-qt1:rrl~ the forces acting on faces 
AD and BE were the same as those acting on faces AC and BC. 
Prandtl' s (1920, 1921) final equation for e·stimating the ultimate 
bearing capaci.ty was 
cr = c ¢ [tan2 (.21. + !) eTitan¢ - 1] 
u tan 4 2 ( 2 ) 
where, c = cohesion 
¢=internal friction 
The formula was later modified by Terzaghi (1~43) to include the effect 
of s~rcharge and became 
where, 
c + c' 
cr = 
u tan¢ 
c' = yt(tan ¢), and 
t = equivalent height of surcharge of soil material 
y = unit weight of soil f 
.i: 
( 3 ) 
An alternative modification of Prandtl's equation was developed by 
Taylor (1948): 
17 
,r .1 { 2 1T • <P irtancp } (ju= [c cot <P + yb tan <4 + 2)] [tan (4 + z)l e -1 (4) 
where b = half of the loading width , 
Jt is not the purpose of this paper to explain all the details 
concerning the derivations of the above equations since they are out-
side the scope o.f tq.is study. · Nevertheless, the reader should be 
aware of the principles upon which the calculations of the above 
equations were based. 
CHAPTER III 
SAMPLING AND TESTING 
Introduction 
The experiments wqi~h were performed in this research evolved 
from a satellite study of the road test equations resulting from the 
American Association of Highway Officials (AASHO) National Road Test. 
The. purpose. of the satellite study wa$ to investigate the applicability 
of the equations to Oklahoma condition$. One of the Oklahoma condi-
tions which was not present in the AASHO test involved the subgrade. 
In the AASHO tests only one subgrade type was present, whereas the 
existing Oklahoma subgrades display considerable variation in soil 
characte.ristics, The author was responsible for monitoring the field 
sampling of in-place subgrades by the Oklahoma Department of Highways, 
and for perfonning tests on these samples in the Civil Engineering 
laborat9ries at Oklahoma State University. 
The method selected for soil strength measurement was the deter-
mination of resistance value, or R-value, using the Hveem stabilometer. 
This method was developed for use by the. California Division of High-
ways. The R-value ranges from zero to 100. R-value of steel should 
give a value approaching 100, whereas water would give a value of zero. 
Most plastic soil materials would range from zero to 90. Materials 
having an R ... value in excess of 90 would be capable of sustaining 
18 
traffic withoµt pavement cover exGept that they would probably be 
brittle enough to fail in tension under skidding loads. 
19 
In addition to soil strength determinations, classification tests 
were also performed on each ot the subgrade samples collected on the 
satellite study. Several Glassification systems for soils are in 
common usage; however, all of them make use in some manner of the basic 
soil tests, including liquid limit, plastic limit, and sieve analysis. 
In order to insure maximum stability of subgrades in fill sec-
tions, it is des~rable to place the soil and compact it at a moisture 
content that will provide the greatest density obtainable with the com-
paction equipment used. To determine this optimum moisture content, 
several compaction procedures are available. The one selected for use 
in the satellite study was the Standard Proctor Test. This test was 
perfor~ed on each of the subgrade soil samples obtained. 
Sampling 
The soil sampling method used in the. satelli~e project was devel-
oped jointly by the Research Division, Oklahoma State Highway Depart-
ment and personnel of the O.S.U. AASHO Satellite Research Project. 
The author participated in the field work; however, the sampling was 
conducted by the highway department personnel. Simpler or even better 
methods might have been used had the sole purpose of the sampling been 
to collect subgrade samples. However, it must be noted that the pro-
cedu+es were designed to best accomodate the entire f~eld experimenta-
tion of which the subgrade sampling was only a portion. 
It is not intended in this paper to discuss the entire field work 
but to present only the embankment sail sampling procedure. Readers 
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are again reminded that the materials that were used in this study 
were the subgrades of the flexible pavements in the State of Oklahoma. 
Before,excavating the material from the embankment of the roadway, 
several holes were drilled using a core drill attached at the rear of 
a pick-up truck as shown in Fig. 8. The diamond drill was 6 inches in 
diameter and 12 inches in length. Except for the pavements with 
aggregate base, cores were cut to the subbase level. ,-Xf:ter removing 
the pavement core, the subbase material was excavated down to the top 
of the subgrade soil~ The em~ankment soil was then scooped out to a 
depth of approximately 6 inches and collected in a sample bag. On 
pavements having an aggregate base the depth of drilling was limited 
to the top of the base. Having removed the. core, base and subbase 
materials, the subgrade material was collected, 
On each test site or loaction of the roadway, a bul~ subgrade 
sample of about 30 lbs was collected, labelled, and transported to 
the O.S.U. Civil Engineering laboratories for fµrther tests. 
Preparation of Soil Sample for Experiments 
The samples received from the field were immediately placed in 
large trays and air-dried for at least 24 hours to facilitate subse-
quent pulverizing of the material. Aggregations were broken up in a 
mortar using a rubber-covered pestle, For sam,ples containing large 
amounts of friable material a power driven pulverizer, shown in 
Fig, 9, was used. It consisted of a ceramic jar containing thi::ee 
hard rubber rollers which served the same purpose as the mortar and 
pestle. Rubber-covered pestle and rubber rollers were used rather than 
hard-surfaced implements, to prevent reduction of the natural size of 
21 
Figure 8. Core Drill 
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Figure 9. Soil Pulverizer 
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individual soil particles. 
The representative sample for each of the laboratory tests was 
selected by quartering. fhis method was.used in preference to a soil-
splitter because it minimized the possibility of losing the fine part-
icles of the pulverized material during the selecting process. The 
required amount of sample for each individual test was then obtained 
and stored in plastic containers. Prpcedures for quantitative pre-
parations of the samples are given in the. Procedures for Testing Soils 
(ASTM, 1964) under the designation of D 421-58. 
Laboratory Tests 
A. Identification Tests 
These tests in~luded liquid limit determination, plastic limit 
determination, and sieve analysis. The standard procedures, D 423-
61T, D 424-59, and D 422-63 in the Procedures for Testing Soils by 
American Society for Testing and Materials, 1964, were followed. 
Presentation and application of results obtained from these tests 
are discussed in subsequent chapters. 
B. Resistance Value Determination 
This experiment was conducted in thr~e stages (The Asphalt 
Institute, 1964). The first stage was test sample preparation, prin-
cipally blending and soaking of the embankment materials, The blend-
ing was done for the purpose of duplicating the field material grada-
tion and the soil was soaked to represent the worst conditio~ which 
the subgrade WQuld encounter in the field during the wet season. This 
was followed by compaction, for which .a hydro-electric kneading 
24 
compactor was used, This type of compaction effort simulates the 
action of a sheep's-foot roller in compaqting plastic soils. The 
third stage involved the exudation test which assured the complete 
satur~tion of the molded specimens. Complete saturation was necessary 
to represent the field condition in which the pavement foundation is 
subject to a high water-table. The determination of R-value was the 
final stage of ~his experiment. The adoption of the stabilometer for 
estimating the, horizontal pressure, transmitted from the vertical 
pressure through the plastic soil medil,llll, provided a relatively fast 
measurement of the soil resistance strength. 
Repetitions of this test were made for several samples to provide 
data for the evaluation of the technical error. The data are presented 
in a later chapter of this paper. 
C. Density - Moisture Relation Determination 
Standard froctor Test is used for esti~ating the optimum moisture 
which is required in the compaction of embankment soils in order to 
obtain the desirable density. This method has been widely accepted 
as a routine operation in engineering practice. ~he method is des-
cribed in the Procedures for Testing Soils (ASTM, 1964), under the 
designation D 698-64T. The presentation of the test results are 
given in the following chapter, 
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TABLE I 
SOIL PROPERTIES 
PERCENTAGE 
SAMPLE PASSING SIEVE OPT. 
NUMBER LL PL PI 10 40 100 GI M.C. M•C• RV 
1 29 21 8 100 94 36 0 13.7 13.7 11 
2 44 20 24 97 96 17 ·O 21.0 24.4 5 
3 34 18 16 85 83 19 0 14.0 15.0 10 
4 2_7 16 11 100 100 37 0 12 • 5 12.0 36 
5 21 17 3 100 83 35 0 12.0 12.0 21 
6 32 21 10 62 44 30 0 16·0 11.2 7 
7 26 21 5 100 98 28 0 13.5 13.2 20 
8 20 16 4 100 99 32 0 11. 5 10.0 57 
9A 25 17 8 100 98 28 0 12.5 12.0 24 
96 25 17 8 100 98 28 0 12 • 5 12.0 20 
10 20 7 13 96 86 i+ 0 11. 5 10.e 31 
llA 20 16 4 100 100 33 0 
* 
10.0 60 
118 20 16 4 100 100 33 0 * 10.0 63 11( 20 16 4 100 100 33 0 
* 
10.0 59 
12 26 18 8 100 99 34 0 
·* 13.5 22 
13 38 22 17 96 76 36 2 19.0 21.0 7 
14 23 14 9 99 97 47 2 12.9 12.e 32 
15 22 15 7 100 98 48 3 l4e5 14.5 8 
16 20 14 6 97 95 48 3 14.5 13.3 18 
17 25 15 10 100 98 48 3 13.3 12.1 27 
18 19 12 7 100 98 51 3 12.3 12.3 · 34 
19A 19 17 2 100 93 48 3 11. 5 11.0 30 
198 19 17 2 100 93 48 3 11. 5 l l. O 35 
20A 23 19 4 100 100 53 4 12.5 13.0 12 
208 23 19 4 100 100 53 4 12.5 13·0 18 
21 34 27 7 92 83 55 4 1s.o 21.5 5 
22 26 15 11 100 99 54 4 
* 
13.5 18 
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TABLE I CCONT 1 Dl 
SOIL PROPERTIES 
PERCENTAGE 
SAMPLE PASSING SIEVE OPT. 
NUM!3ER LL PL Pl 10 40 100 GI M.C. M.C. RV 
23A 21 14 7 100 98. 60 5 10.0 10.3 56 
23B 21 14 7 100 98 60 5 10.0 10.3 59 
24 22 15 8 99 98 60 ~ 12.0 12.1 35 
25 21 15 6 96 93 62 5 12.9 11.5 60 
26A 24 18 6 100 99 63 6 13.5 13.o 30 
26B ?4 18 6 100 99 63 6 13.5 13.o 35 
27A 29 22 7 100 100 64 6 13.4 15.o 26 
278 29 22 7 100 100 64 6 13.4 15.o 23 
28A 27 14 13 63 57 57 6 15 • ;i 16.o 18 
28B 27 14 13 63 57 57 6 15.5 16.o 16 
29 28 24 4 91 85 65 6 13.7 13.8 33 
30 30 19 12 100 99 63 6 16.5 22.2 5 
31 28 16 12 . 100 99 64 7 13 • 5 14.7 20 
32 33 20 13 98 89 63 7 16.5 11.4 7 
33 37 20 17 98 95 56 7 18.9 19.3 5 
34 25 19 6 98 97 70 7 14.0 12.6 34 
35 23 13 10 100 100 72 8 15.5 15.7 15 
36 49 37 12 97 89 65 8 21.8 26.5 5 
37 31 22 9 100 100 100 8 19.0 21.0 6 
38 36 18 19 100 98 58 8 15.5 16.6 12 
39 32 l3 ' 19 100 96 58 8 18.5 22 el 5 
40 24 13 11 100 100 100 9 15.5 14.7 18 
41A ;_!3 12 11 100 100 84 9 13.0 11. 5 50 
41B 23 12 11 100 100 84 9 13.o 11.5 54 
42 34 22 12 99 89 74 9 21.0 26.o 6 
43 27 16 l l 100 98 · 82 8 
* 
16·2 11 
44 42 27 15 100 97 66 9 l(- 24 .• 0 5 
45 36 24 12 100'' 99 82 9 
* 
14.9 30 
46 32 20 12 100 100 100 9 
* 
23.o 5 
47 . 29 16 13 100 100 77 9 14.5 15.o 16 
48 40 18 22 98 87 58 9 17 • 5 20.2 5 
TABLE I (CONT 1 Dl 
SOIL P.ROPEIH I ES 
PEl=<C ENT .AGE 
SAMPL,E PASSING SIEVE OPT. 
NUMBER LL PL PI 10 t+O 100 GJ H.C. M.C. 
49 34 12 22 66 66 66 1 1 l!+. 5 16.5 
50 33 16 17 100 96 76 11 16.5 2 2. t+ 
51 38 21 17 . 100 93 78 11 18.o 24.6 
52 46 22 24 98 83 58 11 17. 5 22.5 
53 39 20 18 97 96 69 10 
* 2.'+ • 0 54 32 14 18 100 98 77 11 16.5 21.7 
55 34 15 19 99 97 87:. 12 18.5 26.o 
56 36 13 23 100 92 70 12 18. 5 25oO 
57 ,.o 19 22 100 99 82 13 15.5 16.9 
58 36 13 23 100 99 75 13 16.l 19.8 
59 43 22 22 100 98 92 13 i'r 24.0 
60 41 17 24 100 98 77 l L, r,. 24.0 
61 45 22 24 99 97 74 14 16·0 21.0 
62 41 11 30 99 95 68 15 15.9 17.5 
63 60 19 41 100 100 86 20 17.5 24.Q 
-)(· MISSING Dtdl, (INSUFFICIENT MATERIAL FOR TESTING) 
NOTATION -
LL= LIQUID LIMIT, IN PERCENT 
PL= PLASTIC LIMIT, IN PERCENT 
GI = GROUP INDEX 
OPT. M.C.= OPTIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT, IN PERCENT 
M.C. ~ MOISTURE CONTENT AT 300 PSI EXUDATION 
PRESSURE, IN PERCENT 
RV= R-VALUE AT 300 PSI EXUDATION PRESSURE 
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RV 
5 
5 
5 
6 
5 
5 
5 
5 
8 
7 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF LABORATORY RESULTS 
Introduction 
The results obtained from the laboratory tests are presented in 
tabular form. In the data presented, the sample number has no special 
significance other than to identify the individual materials. The 
table includes not only directly measured values, but, also quantities 
derived from these measured values. The computational procedures 
used are given in the testing manuals that were previously referred 
to in Chapter III. Most of these computations were performed by 
utilizing the IBM 1620 computer. 
Group Index Determination 
In order to classify the subgrade material according to the AASHO 
Soil Classification system, three tests were performed to determine 
the liquid limit, -plastic limit and grain size distribution. Table,) 
shows the results of the tests performed for each sample. Also listed 
in the same table are the difference between liquid limit and plastic 
limit (plaeticity index) for each sample. 
Group Index (Steele, 1946) was selected in this research to iden-
tify the soil samples. Its value can be obtained by the equation 
shown below: 
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where 
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G.I. = 0.2a + 0,005ac + 0,0lbd ( 5 ) 
a = that portion of percentage passing No. 200 sieve great~r 
than 35% and not exceeding 75%, expressed as a positive 
whole number (1 to 40). 
b = that portion of percentage passing No. 200 sieve greater 
than 15% and not exceeding 55%, expressed as a positive 
whole number (1 to 40) . 
c = that portion of the numerical liquid limit greater than 
40 and not exceeding 60, expressed as a positive whole 
number (1 to 20) 
d = that portion of the numerical plasticity index greater 
than 10 and not exceeding 30, expressed as a positive 
whole number (1 to 20) ' 
The results of the computation are tabulated in Table I, 
Resistance Value Determination 
The R-values and the soil.moisture contents at 300 psi exudation 
pressure are given in Table I. Th.is particular exudation pressure was 
selected in the satellite research project so as to simulate the field 
compaction effort. The density of the soil specimen having an exu-
dation pressure of 300 psi is assumed to be similar to that of the 
same soil compacted by sqeep's-foot roller. Note.in the table that 
certain samples were subjected to replicate tests. These are indicated 
by a letter following the sample number, e.g., llB. 
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Density - Moisture Relation Determination 
The performance of this test resulted in values being obtained 
for maximum dry density and optimum moisture content. Since the maxi-
mum dry density is not used in the analysis of this study, only the 
values of the optimum moisture content ar~ presented in Table I, 
CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Introduct::!,.on 
The soil samples tested in the laboratory as described in the pre-
vious chapter, were div;t.ded into three groups on the basis of the 
group index value according to their supporting power. Group indices 
from O through 4, 5 through 9, and 10 through 20 were selected, since 
these divisions are widely recognized by engineers to correspond to 
"good", n·fair" and "poor" soils respectively. Regression analyses 
were then performed on each of the three groups of R-value data plotted 
against the moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure, to estab-
lish functional relationships. 
Similarly, regression analyses were carried out to establish the 
relationship between moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure 
and optimum moisture content in each of the three soil quality groups. 
Graphical Method 
For each soil group a scatter diagram was constructed by the com-
puter plotter. The moisture content (at 300 psi exudation pressure) 
and R-value were considered as the X variabl..e and Y variable respec-
tively. Each dot represents one pair of obseJ;"vation from the 
Stabilometer.Test. 
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The diagrams are shown in Figures 10 through 12. The trends 
shown on Figures 10 and 11 appear to be the types which can be des-
cribed by asymptotic equations. It was decided therefore to run an 
asymptotic regression analysis on the data. 
Figure 12 reveals that for a group index above 10, a linear 
relationship exists between the two variables. Furthermore, it is 
noted that the moisture content affects very little the strength of 
the soil resistance. This is shown by a linear regression analysis 
which .is presented subsequently. 
The optimum moisture content data obtained from the standard 
compaction test was plotted against the moisture content at 300 psi 
exudation pressure in the scatter diagrams shown in Figures.13· through 
15. The linear relationships between the two variables suggested that 
straight lines could be used to fit the data on these diagrams. 
In the following sections these relationships are further ex-
arnined through linear regression analyses. 
Analytical Method 
A. Relationship Between R-value and Moisture Content at 300 psi 
Exudation Pressure 
It was concluded, after exam:i,ning the scatter diagrams in Figures 
10 and 11, that the plotted points in each of these two figures could 
be fitted by a mathematical model having the form of an exponential 
curve, 
x . 
Y =a+ Sp + e: ( 6 ) 
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Figure 10. R-value vs. Moisture Content at 300 psi Exudation 
Pressur~; for Soils with Group Indices Ranging 
from Oto 4. 
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Figure 12. R-val~e vs. Moisture Content at 300 psi Exudation 
Pressure; for Soils with Group Indices Ranging 
from 10 to 20. · · 
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where Y = $oil resistance value 
X • moisture content at 300 psi ex~dation pressure, percent 
·a = asymptotic value of Y 
13 • change in Y when X passes from Oto a: 
p = factor by which the deviation of Y from its asymptotic 
val~e is reduced as a unit step along X-axis is taken 
E = random error( 
An asymptotic regression analysis method developed by W. L. 
Stevens (1951) and programmed for computer usage by U.C.L,A. was 
applied to the plotted data, This least squares computer program was 
written in Fortran.IV language and was designated as BMD 06R in the 
published index (University of California, 1968), 
The results of the analyses are shown in Appendix A, They provide 
the values and standarq. deviations of coefficients A, B, and R which 
are estimates of the parameters a, 13, and pin Eq. (6). Also indicated 
in Appendix A are the follo~ing: an Analysis of Variance, a table of 
residuals, and a graph showing the averaged and the predicted R-values. 
In o~der to evaluate the sources of variation, it is necessary 
to cast Eq, (6) into a somewhat more rigorous statistical model. The 
model of this regression analysis has the form: 
where 
Y = µ + Cl. + l3pX + Ef + E 
~ t 
Y = soil resistance valu~ 
( 7 ) 
X = moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure, percent 
µ=population mean of soil resistance values~ 
:~. 
a, S, p = regression coefficients! 
E = experimental error 
e 
E = technical error 
t 
The sources of variation are composed of: (1) experimental error, 
(2) technical error, (3) nature of the model, (4) lack of fit. Table 
II details the Analysis of Variance for the soil having group index 
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from Oto 4 ("good"). Analysis of Variance (AOV) for the "fair" soils 
(group index 5 - 9) is tabulated in Table III. The procedures for 
computing each sum of squares are illustrated by an example in 
Appendix B. 
As indicated in the last column of the AOV tables, the sum of 
squares of the variation due to model takes up a large portion of the 
total corrected sum of squares. The experimental error, technical 
error and lack of fit share the remainder. As a result, it may be con-
eluded that the model in Eq. (7) is adequate in describing the data. 
By comparing the two AOV tables .it may be noted that the model des~ 
cribes the data obtained from the "fair" so.ils somewhat better than 
that obtained from the "good" soils, in that the sum of squares of 
the variation due to model is a larger percentage of the total correct-
ed sum of squares for the "fair" soils than that for the "good" soils. 
The. smooth curves in Figures 10 and 11 show the variations in 
R-value which were represented by COl'!lputer output points in Appendix A. 
The apparent linearity of the relationship between R-value and 
moisture content of the ''poor" soils (Fig. 12) suggested, tfie· uefe of a 
simple linear regression analysis for the data. The straight line 
model used to fit the data is 
Y. = e + n ·x + E ( 8 ) 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - R-VAJ.UE vs, MOISTURE 
CONTENT AT 300 psi EXUDATION PRESSURE 
(G, I. = 0 to 4) 
Source d.f. 
Total 27 
Mean 1 
Total (corr,) 26 
Among samples with 
same moisture content 4 
(Experimental error) 
Among sub-samples with 
same moisture content 5 
(Technical error) 
Residual 17 
Deviation from curve 23 
Due to model 3* 
From curve with exp. 
& tech, errors removed 14* 
(Lack of fit) 
C.V. of experimental error= 26% 
C,V, of technical error= 12% 
SS MS 
25440.0 
17633.3 
7806.6 
172.9 43,2 
47.2 9.4 
7586. 5 
820.2 
6986.4 
600.1 
% of total 
SS (corr,) 
100.0 
2,2 
0.6 
89.5 
7.7 
*Degrees of freedom ts approximate due to the non-linearity of the 
regressiop model. 
Notation:: 
d.f. = degrees of freedom 
SS = sum of squares 
MS = mean square 
C.V. 111 coefficient of varia.biU,ty - error standard deviation ex-
pressed as a percentage of the mean of all R-values. 
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TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE - R-VALUE vs. MOISTURE 
CONTENT AT 300 psi EXUDATION PRESSURE 
(G. I. = 5 to 9) 
Source d. f. SS MS 
Total 31 
Mean: 1 
Total (corr.) 30 9645.9 
Among samples with 
same moisture content 3 92.9 31.0 
(Experimental error) 
Among sub-samples with 5 31.5 6.3 
same moi~ture content 
(Technical error) 
Residual 22 9521. 5 
Deviation from curve 27 618.8 
Due to model 3* 9027.1 
From curve with exp. 
& tech. errors re- 19* 494.5 
moved (Lac~ of fit) 
C. V. of experimental error= 24.5% 
c. V. of technical ~rror = 11% 
42 
% of total 
SS(corr.) 
100.0 
1.0 
0.3 
93.6 
5.1 
*Degrees of freedom is approximate due to the non-linearity of the 
regression model. 
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where Y = soil resistance value 
X = moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure, percent 
e = intercept of Y 
n·= slope of the line 
E: = random error 
The computer center provides a least squares program to perform 
the linear regression analysis. Appendix C shows the computer output 
which consists of the estimates of the parameter~ e and n, an Analysis 
of Variartce and the calculated residualso 
As stated in the Graphical Method, the R-value does not change as 
the moisture content varies. This phenomenon is further confirmed by 
the analysis of variance which is tabulated in Appendix C. Either the 
For T test can be used to show that the regression coefficient is not 
significantly different from zero. This implies that the slope of the 
straight line is close to null, ~nd that the soil resistance has no 
linear functional relationship with the moisture content at 300 psi 
exudation pressure, In other words, the moist~re content at 300 psi 
exudation pressure is of little value in predicting the plastic soil 
resistance to deformation, 
B, Relationship Between Moisture Content at 300 psi Exudation Pressure 
and Optimum Moisture Content 
The scatter diagrams in Figures 13 through ;LS indicate an apparent 
linear relationship between the two variables. A linear ~egression 
analysis was therefore performed on the data from these observations, 
The straight line equation Y = e + n X was again chosen t9 be the re-
gressi9n formula, However, Y and X denote the moisture content at 300 
psi exudation pressure and optimum moisture content, respectively, in 
this analysis. 
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As previously described, the electronic computer was utilized for 
the computation of the coefficients in this equation. The procedure 
of analysis was similar to that which was used to analyze the R-value 
vs. moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure for the "poor" .class 
of soils. 
Appendix D shows the results of the linear regression analyses on 
all three soil groups. For each soil.gro~p, the estimates of 8 and 
n, an Analysis of Variance and a table listing the residuals are given. 
The regression analyses introduced three equations of estimating 
the moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure for the "good", 
"'fair" and. "poor" so;t.l groups. They are: 
Y = -5.56 + l.47X ( 9) 
Y = -5,58 + l,47X (10) 
Y = -18,13 + 2.44X (11) 
~quatirins (9) and (10) are almost id~ntical. However, it is not 
suggest_ed that one equation should be replace<;! by the other or one 
could use either one of these estimates for both types of soils. A 
more detailed discussion concerning the use of these equations ~re 
given in Chap~er VI. 
The high values of the cor~elation coefficients shown in Appendix 
D indicate a very ciose relationship between moisture content at 300 
psi exudation pressure and optimum moisture content. 
The precision of estimate can be visualized from the small values 
of standard error of estimate shown in Appendix D, 
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Confidence inter~ql values for the estimated average moisture 
content at 300 psi exudation pressure are tabulated in Table IV for a 
number of optimum moisture contents. The confidence belts are also 
drawn in Figures 13 through 15 for the soils with group indices of O 
to 4, 5 to. 9, i9,nd 10 to 20 re~pecUvely. In tabulating the confidence 
interval and drawing the confidence belts the formula used is 
~ L 
C , L, (Y) U} = Y 
- 2 l + (X ... x) 
n Ex2 
(12) 
where y = estiinated average moisture content at 300 psi exudation 
pressure, percent 
L = lower limit of y, percent 
u = upper limit; of Y, percent 
s = standard error yx of estiinate, percent 
n = nuinber of obse~vations 
X = any val~e of optimum moisture content, percent 
x = mean value of X, percent 
2 - 2 Ex = E (X - x) 
Summary 
The formulae deri.ved from the regression analyses are summarized 
in Table V. For each formula, this table also gives the number of data 
observations and the range of independent variable values within each 
regression analysis fro'Pl which the formula was established. 
Using the first two equati.ons in Table V, two curves are drawn on 
Fig. 16 to summarize the soil resistance versus the moisture content 
at 300 psi exudation pressure relationsh~ps. The straight line 
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TABLE IV 
CONFIDENCE INTEr~VAL OF ESTIMATED MOISTURE 
CONTENT AT 300 PSI EXUDATION PR°ESSURE 
GROUP INDEX = 0 - 4 
LOWER UPPER 
LIMIT EST. LIMIT 
OPT M.(. M.C. M.C. M.C. 
11.00 10.20 10.66 11.12 
11.50 10.98 11.40 11.81 
12.00 11. 75 12.13 12.51 
12.50 12.52 12.87 13.22 
13.00 13.27 13.61 13.94 
13.50 14.02 14.35 14.67 
13.53 14.07 14.40 14.73 
14.00 14.75 15.08 15.42 
14.50 15.47 15.82 16.17 
15.00 16.18 16.56 16.93 
15.50 16.89 17.30 17.70 
16.00 17.58 18.03 18.48 
16 •. 5 0 18.27 18.77 19.27 
11.00 18. 96 19.51 20.05 
17.50 19.65 20.24 20.84 
1e.oo 20.33 20.98 21.63 
18.50 21.01 21.12 22.42 
19.00 21.70 22.46 2 3 .. 22 
19.50 22.38 23.19 24.01. 
20.00 23.06 23.93 24.81 
20.50 23.73 24.67 25.60 
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TABLE IV <CONT'D! 
GROUP INDEX = 5 - 9 
LOWER UPPER 
LIMIT EST. LIMIT 
OPT M.C. M.C. M .C ., M.C. 
9.50 6.97 8.43 9.90 
10.00 7.81 9.18 10.54 
10.50 8.66 9;92 11.18 
11.00 9.50 10.66 11.83 
11. 50 10.33 11.40 12.48 
12.00 11.16 12.15 13.13, 
12.50 11. 99 12.89 13.79 
13.00 12.80 13 .. 63 14.46 
13.50 13.61 14.38 15.14 
14.00 14.40 15.12 15.84 
lL~.so 15.17 15.86 16.55 
1s.oo 15.93 16.60 'l 7 • 28 
15.05 16.0l 16.69 17.36 
15.50 16.66 17.35 18.03 
16.00 17.38 18.09 18.80 
16.50 18.08 18.83 19.59 
11.00 18.76 19.58 20.39 
17.50 19.L~3 20.32 21.20 
18 .oo 20.10 21.06 22.03 
18.50 20.75 21.81 22.86 
19.00 21.40 22.55 23.69 
19.50 22.05 23.29 24.53 
20.00 22.69 24.03 25.37 
20.50 23.33 24.78 26.22 
21.00 23.97 25.52 27.07 
21. 50 24.61 26 .• 26 27.92 
TABLE IV !CONT 1 Dl 
GROUP INDEX = 10 - 20 
LOlt!ER UPPER 
LIMIT EST. LIMIT 
OPT M.C. M.C. M.C. M.C. 
14.00 14.45 16.00 17.55 
14.50 15.93 17.22 18.51 
15.00 17.39 18.44 19.49 
15.50 18. 80 19.66 20.52 
16.00 20.13 20.88 21.62 
16.24 20.76 21.49 22.22 
16.50 21.35 22.10 2 2. 84. 
11.00 22.46 23.32 24.18 
17.50 23.48 24.53 25.59 
18.oo 24.46 25.75 27.04 
NOTATION -
OPT. M.C. = OPTIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT, 
IN PERCENT 
M.C. = MOISTURE CONTENT AT 300 PSI 
EXUDATION PRESSURE, IN PERCENT 
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Relationship 
RVS M.C. 
RVS M.C. 
RVS M. C. 
M.C. VS O.M.C. 
M.C. VS O.M.C. 
M.C. VS O.M.C 
Notation: 
0 
5 
10 
0 
5 
10 
Soil Type, 
G. I. 
to 4 
to 9 
to 20 
to 4 
to 9 
to 20 
G.I. = Group Index 
TABLE V 
SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED FORMULAE 
Equation 
y = 1.28 + 748.57(0.78)x 
y = 6.16 + 5281.67(0.63)x 
y = 8.63 - 0.15X 
Y = -5.56 + l.47X 
Y = -5.68 + 1.48X 
Y = -18.13 + 2.44X 
M.C. = Moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure 
O.M.C. = Optimum moisture content 
Number Range of 
of x 
Observa-
t-ions 
27 10% to 24.4% 
31 10.3% to 26.5% 
15 16.5% to 26% 
19 11% to 20.5% 
22 9.5% to 21.3% 
12 14% to 18% 
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Figure 16. Estimated C1,1rves for Soil Resistance Value 
];valuation 
relationships between th~ moisture content at 300 psi exudation 
pressure and optimum moisture con~ent are shown in Fig. 17. 
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Figure 17. Estimated Curves for Evaluation of Moisture Content 
at 300 psi Exudµtion Pressure 
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CHAPTER VI 
PlSCUSSION 
One must use caution in ~xtendin$ the soil resistance curves be-
yond the range of original ~ata, shown in the last columµ of Table V, 
since the extrapolation of any cufve obtaine~ from this resea+ch gives 
a result which .is npt based upon the statistical evidence. The statis-
tical analya~s indicate only t;he relations which are w!l,th:i,n the range 
of the experiment observations, and within the confidence intervals 
for the established relations. Suppose a value of X (moisture 9optent 
at 300 psi e~udation pressure) which is less than 5% is taken to pre-
dict the resistance vaiue on an extension of the curve. The resulting 
R-value would be greater than 100. This is an obvious contradiction 
to soil behavior. The extension of X to large values is an exception 
to the above. :Cn this case, experience shows that soils do not gain 
strength by increasing the water content. Extension of the curve 
similarly predicts an R-value that is equal to 5. 
The two substantially id.e1;1tical equations (4th and 5th) shown in 
Table V for P+ediGting the moisture content at 300 psi exudation pres-
sure should not be combined or used interchangeably since these two 
equations do not have similar confidence belts. As .indicated :t.n 
Table V, the fourth equation predicts the moisture i~ a narrower range 
of independent variable values than that of the fifth equation. In 
some instimces, if the fifth equ;3.tion were used for estimating t;he 
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moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure for soils with Group 
Index of Oto 4, values outside the range of the fourth equation might 
be obtained, Thus unwarranted e~trapolation might unwittingly result. 
The. c;urves developed during the couue of this study for pre• 
dieting the soil resistance value merely describe the mathematical 
expressions, Hence, the question of qow the values of soil resistance 
approach an asymptote other than Scan be explained mat~ematically. 
However, in soil behavior, the asymptote can only be 5, The~efore, in 
predic;ting the soil resistance at high water content, the va,lues which 
are lower than 5 must be repla~ed by 5. 
In applying the established equations to predict the R-value, 
one must make certain that the soil whqse resistance value is being 
estimated is a plastic soil, since the materials used in this research 
were plastiG emban~ment ijo:i,ls. 
I~ addition to that mentioned in the last paragraph, the swelling 
characteristic:s of the plastic soils having high plasticity indic.es 
must be taken into consideration in pavement design, When soils of 
such type are used in highway embankments, the pavement thickness must 
be designed ta withstand the expa,nsiqn pressure of the soil, 
It sho~ld be noticed from Tables II and III, that, for both soil 
groups, the standard deviations of the technical errors are more than 
10% of the means and those of the e~perimental erpors are more than 
20% of the means. However, there is no information based on which the 
aforementioned percentages are to be judged as being outside the toler-
ant limits. The variation among the samples within the same value of 
moisture content (experiment~l error) hai,i numerous sources. It is im-
possible to attempt to find every causation; but, based on the soil 
behavior theory, within the same classification of soil, resistance 
varies according to ~exture, gradation, shape of particles and other 
factors. Therefore, in order to account for some of these sources of 
variation, this research would ideally have bee~ conduct~d in such a 
way that the groupin~ of soils would be based on many classification 
systems, 
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CHAPTER VII 
CO~CLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclus:(.ons 
~ased on the analyses perfprrned on the data.observed in this re-
search, the resi$tance value of a soil having a Group Index in the 
range from Oto 9 may be predicted by ~he moisture content, Although 
the R-value of "poor" soils stays practical.ly confi!tant, as indicated 
by this study, the author does not intend to conclµde that the "poor" 
soils in general cannot have higher resistance to deformation. The 
analysis herein is limited to the data obtained in this research. The 
paucity of soils which have a Group Index between 10 and 20 and low 
moisture content at 300 psi exudation pressure may be responsible for 
the narrow ran$e o~ moisture contents. There is no evidence that it 
is impossible to obtain "poor" soil.s with moisture contents lower than 
16.5% whic;h corresponds to the lowest value of the moisture range of 
the third equation listed in Taple v. 
The linear regression analysis shows that the moisture content at 
300 psi exudation pressure can be predicted by t;:he optimum moisture 
cont~nt for the three types of soils studied in this research. 
By utilizing th~se tw9 types of functional r~lationships, one may 
estimate the aoil r~sistance value by the soil optimum moisture con-
tent. 
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Recommendations 
Although there is no evidenqe that the coefficients of variation 
of the experimental errors are large, the variat~on among the samples 
that have the same values of moisture cpntent ~an be minimized by con-
ducting this resea~ch in such a way that the classification of soil~ 
would be based on many systems. Within practical and economic limits, 
experiments may most feasibly be performed on the 20 soil.groups which 
are categorized by the gro~p index classification system. 
For embankment Gompactipn, tamping rollers are employed quite 
extensively. Pressures at the feet of the roller can be varied from 
less than 100 psi up to 1000 psi to meet the design requirements. 
Therefore, it would be desirable to conduct experiments similar to the 
one presented in this paper, but simulating different compaction 
efforts. This would provide a group of formulae for the use of en-
gineers, whenever the design involving the use of special foot pressure 
appears to be more suitable. The principal hindrance to such an ex-
tensive investigation would be the consumption of testing materials. 
The technique of the asymptotic regression analysis needs to be 
improved and developed so that the analysis of this type oz research 
can provide more definite information concerning the estimates of 
sources of variation, e.g., the variations due to model, lack of fit, 
and the parameters~, S, and p, 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER OUTPUTS FOR ASYMPTOTIC REGRESSION 
ANALY$IS - RESIST~CE VALUE VS, 
MOISTURE CONTE~T AT 300 PSl 
EXUDATION PRESSURE 
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ANALYSIS OF "GOOD" SOILS 
REGRESSION EQUATION 
······--·---------------------·-·--·-x-------------·-· . -----.··---······· ···---·--·---·-····------········-------·--·-···----- .. -· ..... . 
Y =A+ 13.R 
PROBLEM CARD 
PROBLEM CODE R-PRO 
- ----·-No·. - oF·-·x .. VAL un-·- ----- 22-·-·-------· rn·pu r· PATTERN·-·····--···-· ·······-xv···-· ......... . 
IC RE-SCALED -· '.. SORT YES 
PRINT RESIDUALS YE~ . 
X T~ANS CODE O OUTPUT DATA YES 
-· IC-tONS T l'.NT _____________ -o .o---·--·-··vARIABCE .. FORMAT ____________ ··1··----·-·-·-·-·--··· 
_____ !_l:!!_~~R I ABL_E_ FO~MAT _.!.L_J __ ~3 .1, 3f3 .Q_) ___ _ 
JR I GIN Al DA TA 
·-----------···---------------- --···-·-.--. ---·----·, -··---_,_..,..- -- . 
1 13.7000 11.0000 
2 24.4000 5.0000 
3 15.0000_ 10.0000 . 
. -----4 --12. 0()00 -- j 6. 0()0_(1 ___________ . -----------·-·--------·····--··· 
5 12.0000 21.0000 6 n~-zocro----7 ;-iJO tro---. ---.------------------- -~--------~---,-,-----
1 13.2000 20.0000 
8 10.0000 57.0000 
q 12.0000 24.0000 
q 12. oo·o·o 20.-0000~---- -----------------·------
10 10.8000 31.0000 
------·n --10.0000~--60;0000· 
11 10.0000 63.0000 
11 10.0000 59.0000 
12 13.5000 22.0000 
---,3---2T~·1moo-···----r.oo-o·o --------·· -----------···-· 
14 12.8000 32.0000 
- rs ------ t4~sooo a.00-00-
16 13.3000 18.0000 
. 17 {2.7000 21.0000 
18 12.)000 34.0000 
--~--Tq 1 1-;·o-otra--~<r;o-o-ou 
19 11.0000 35.0000 
·-·-----2"tr---n-;·oo·oo· r2-;noon·--. ---. --.-.-----------'--~---'-'-.-------,~ 
20 13.0000 18.0000 
21 21.5000 5,0000 : · 
22 l 3 5000 18 0000 "<'··.··,·,,,,\:, . , 
·-- . . • . . . • - - .· ,·. '. < ... : .. ,: ;~ : 7: \ ·-
FIT NO• 1 
----- .··---------.. -~·····-·'"··---------------------.----, ,-~--~-,...:., .· ,. ··: >:_, ·."_:'·' -~: '', · .. '' : ... -
TRANSFORMATION CARO 
CODE CONST~NT PASS NO. 
-•~·-···----~-------•··-··----·••,.- ' - • - • -·•-r----·••--•--•--·---- ·----·--ow•--•·---,----··-•-·•-••·--·-• 
0 -o. 0 1 
,--------------·--·---~----~----··------.. --,·--------··--·----~------·-·----·-----------··--···------
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INITIAL ESTIMATE OF R= 0, 7778 
-----------------------·-----····--·- --·---·-----·-- -·--------~---~----·-~ ·--- . 
,---1..!J;E.illON NO, ________ A------- d ·--·-----,· ___ R ...... ____ _ ___ S.UMI_E I_VI-MEN'H VI) .. 2 _____ _ 
I 8,645752•••••••~••••••• 0,300816 724837,062500 
______ 2 _____________ 17. .. , 81494 l_l 7373H_._OOOOOO·. _________ J),3571t~J! ______ ~_6044,_IUl.67 __ _ 
3 11,405762 480841,500000 0,419654 3695,151855 
4 9,8369(4 Q9~26,687500 0,484383 1101,923096 
--'------5 8d4521s 21,730,on6s1, • o:s·45102 _________ 11·12:514ii<11-··-----------· 
6 7,1A5547 10434,201125 0,592228 790,960449 
1 6,510254 6375,5429&9 0,bl8374 697,982666 
8 b,243652 5459,335917 . 0,&27045 684,01,3965 
--- q I\, 174316 5307,226562 0,628747 . 682,261230 - .. 
JO ____________ b, 161621 ___ 57115 ,_7695 31.---,--·· _0,62900_5 . 6R2, 0297_85 
ll 6,159180 5281,781250 0,629053 681,988770 
12 b,15Bq,1, 528Q,~J20ll 0,629062 681,976561 
13 6,150936 5281,953125 0,629053 681,994141 
_______ 14 _________________ 1,, l 51l1,9 l _ 'i28 l, 6 7_1875 ---·-····- o. 6_29057 68_1,_991699 ________ _ 
INFnRMATION MAT~I-
~-- . . ' ,... 
• • 
__ • _____ 27,00000000 _____________ 0,09915543 ----
• 
__ 1,I_~7~48~7--:---.VIOI= _________ 689,999755Bll 
. . . . ,, ... 
• 0,09915543 0,00061459 . ' . 0~01041939. ~ Vfll~. -l,il5~74 763 
• • 
. . . ' '. '· , . . . : .· 
: _ _ .. 1.1111e4st,1 .. __ . _o.,oio4193~ \;o'..i1s219b(t : v~21=, ·cc- · i;_~.0_42~1!!2} 
. INVEPSE OF INFOilMA.TfoN.MATIIIX .··, -·- .·· .... · : :_ <_\.-. -.-· .. · <;':~/, ' •:··.-. ----' ~ 
• • 
• O,i5'182487 - 251,08377075 · -17,40075684. • VIO.l=-----·---···68'1,99975586 
• • ,--.--------~ - -r-• . -· . - . ~. --~-----------~·-·----~--·-·-···-------·-
• 2 53, 0821 &858 42!1340, 18 750000 -27576.l2l09375 • VIII= 3,85674763 . . .. : ·. . ' . , . , , , , . 
--:~-----~1~7.40066528 -·-, -rn'>78,14451125 ______ , l792,28955076 -{ ·v.-21= --- -- -66,04293823. 
. . . , 
-.--,---····------·-----------,--.------ --- --~ --- ' - .·,-.' - - -- --- --- - ---·--·-.---· 
FINAL STANDARD . 
---~E.S TIMATES __ DEVIATIONS -------
----··-·· ..... -
A" 2,9799 
,. R= 52>;11,6719 ___ . 3826,0591_ 
R= 0,629·1- . 0,0469 - -
AN~LVSIS OF VARIANCE 
DEVIATIONS SUM OF ~QUAR,s. 
-- ........... ~ .................................. . 
FRO'I MEAN 7d06,6250 
FROM XII I MEMIS 47, 1667 
~ROM CURVE . . ~?0,2114 
-~F° XIII-MfANS .FllLIM CURVE - . .·· 771.~04"7 
·····························~·············· 
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-----------~----~--·---,----------TAOLE OF RESIDUALS 
NO. X VALUE Y VALUE Y PREDICTED RESIDUAL 
-~1 ____ --=-10.0000 s1.oooo· 57. 1t_Q56 -0.4056 __ 
2 10.0000 60.0000 57.4056 2.5944 
2 10,0000 63.0000 57.4056 5.5944 
2 10.0000 59.0000 57.4056 1. 5'144 
__ 3 _____ 1~· Q..!.!J_OOO . 31. 0000 4 l.!2I74 -10. 5 274 
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11 14·.i;ooo s.0000 12.5233 -4.5233 
10 is.0000 10.0000. 11.2067 . --1.2067 
19 ~ ·. tr:!ggg !:tggg · __ . _____ !:Z6!t_ ____ . -=~:!~!! 
~~
0
-'"-1-----2·1.sooo · 1.0000 · · 6.H46 o.6254 
22 24.4000 5.0000 6~i234 -1.2234 
GRAPH CODES A=AVERAGEO Y B=ROTH 
X ANDY VALUES l~E.PLDflED IN TRANSFOR~ED UNITS 
7.500 22.500 37.500 52.SOC 67.500 
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ANALYSIS OF "FAIR" SOILS 
~EGRESSION EQUATION 
x 
V =A+ B.R 
·----
PROBLEM CARD 
·-------- -------------,--·--...-----
PROBLEM CODE 
Ni'i. OF X VA.LUES 
X RE-SCALED 
R-PRO 26'·- ~-
PRINT RESIDUALS YES 
f\WUrP7iTrE~1'1-·-----xy-·---, 
$ORT YES 
X TRANi CODE O OUTPUT DATA v~s X CONSTANT -o. O ---VAlffA-BTE._F"CfRMAT ________ T _____ _ 
THE VAR I ABL E_F_O_RM_A_T_I_S __ (_F_3 _. _l ,;....3_F_3_._0_> __ 
ORIGINAL !'lATA 
NO. YVALUE 
1 10.3000 56.0000 
1 10.3000 59.0000 
2 12.1000 35.0000 
___ 3 ____ 1_1-.5000---· 60.oooo·-~---------
4 13.0000 30.0000 
__ 4 ____ 1_3-.0000-- 3=5-.~o=o~oo~------------'-------~ 
5 15.0000 26.0000 
5 15.0000 23.0000 
6 16.0000 18.0000 
6 16 • 0000 -T6'~.-.o...,.o""o=oc--'----....,.,.-,'-'-------~---'-----
7 13.8000 33.0000 
--a---22·;-2000 5 .mm-·----------------
9 14.7000 20.0000 
10 17.4000 1.0000 
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13 15.7000 15.0000 
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18 14.7000 IB.0000 
19 11.5000 50.0000 
19 1(.5000 54.0iJ01J·-----------'--------
20 26.0000 6.0000 
21 16.2000 Ii.oOOO 
22 24.0000 5.0000 
-~2=3--~14.900~0.----__,,..,~3~0--.o~=......------.,-,-----__c_---_,_...;.... 
24 23.0000 s.0000 
-~2-s--~1·s:-ooo~ ra.1mo~o~.------y--
26 20.2000 s.0000 
FIT NO. 
TRANSFORMATION CARD 
CODE CONSTANT PASS NO. 
0 -o.o 1 
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_, I TE RAT ION_ NO• .... __ . A _____ , ___ B __ , R. . SUMI EI YI-M[ANI_Yl 1 .. 2 --, 
1 ---- 1,247603 - ~b~,2dH36. · -·-·0,777754···----·--slll,538330 __ _ 
2 1.204a34 744,26123~ 0,785154 523,862549 
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~ .. . . ·.· . . 
· : · . -l,61104774 . . -171.:11161604 ·: • '. ·. 13, 14392796 .. :·· '~12T··- --:··--··491f;4iiROlliT 
·. --FINAL ______ ·sTANllARD ---------- . ------·- ------·----· 
--- F,STIMATES_DEVIAT_IUNS ___ . ~---- .· .. ________ · ... : ... 
A= l,2805 2, 45-z,, 
--------·--,-·---,--.--··-- . . . .·.. . ' 
8: 748,5691 . -227,6275 . . · .. ·. 
. ~ . ---·---------.--·-· . -·--1-------. ·---·-.--~-- .' 
R= 0,7845 Q,0233 
DEVIATIONS SUM nF sou,-es •. 
•*•••iiCCii0i·iiii1ii¥ti¥i•••++++:f'¥ifiiii¥•·•TT•ili#+.+¥. 1. 
FROM MEAN 9645,87il 
· FROM Xllf MEAN\ . 31°,5000 · 
--- . ----·---. . ---------:-i-~--~~ :.·-··· 
FROM CURVE 618;8274. 
OF X(II MEANS FROM £URVF ·5a1;1279 
__ .!_~-·~-~.~ ..... ~* .... * ~ ......... ** ** ·"~~ ~ * ~ ··~-···-···· ···~--.'.-
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TABLE OF RFSIDUAlS 
NO. X VALUE V VALUE V PREDICTED RES ILJUAL 
---------~------~--------------.,.....--. --------·-·---------··· 
1 10.3009 56.0000 62.7634 ___________ -6.7634 
1 10.3000 ·59~0000 62.7634 -3.7634. 
2 11.5000 60.0000 47.2310 - 12.7690 
3 11.5000 50.0000 47.2Jl0 2.7690 
3 11.5q_oo 54.oooo 47.2310 6.7690 
4 12.1000 35.0000 41.0051 -6.0051 
5 12.6Q_Q__Q 34.0000 36.4662 -2.4662 
6. 13.0000 30~0000 33.2114 -3.2114 
6 13.0000 35.0000 33.2114 1.7886 _ 
7 13.8()00 33.0000 27.5773 5.4227 
8 14.7000 . 18.0000 22.4180 -4.4180 
9 14.7000 20.0000 ----,----- • 22.41.80 -2.4180 .. 
1 0 l 4 • g O O O 3 0 • 0 0 0 Q < . 2 1 • 416 7 . , . 8 • 5 8 33 :. 
11 15.oooo 26.ooQo .. ~~ 20.9340.- -. - .....• -5.0660 -
11 . 15.0000 ._ 23.()000 , .·., · 20.93400! , ·. 2.0660 
12. 15.0000 l6i0060 20.934~ -4.9340 
13 15.1000 1s~oooo. 17.8637 -2.8637 
14 (6.0000 18.0000 -~----16.6994·-------~ 1.-3006 ·-
14 16.0000 16.0000 l6.6994 -0.6994 
15 16:26'00 11.0000 - 15.9690 . -4.9690 
16 16.6000 12.0000 14.6103 -2.6103 
17 17.4000 1.0000 12.2582 -5.2587. 
1a 19.3rJOo 5.uooo ·- .·. .·-.8.2033 -1.2033 
19 20~2000 5.0(.100 •. 608451.. ~1.0451 
20 21.S?QOO____ 60 0000 5. 86:i2 O. l;J68 
21 2 2. 10 0 0 . ~ 0 00 0 . 4 • 7 8 96 . - 0 • 2 l 0.4 
22 22.2000 5.0000 4~70~5 0.2945 
23 23.0UOO 5.0000 4.1012 0.8988 
__ 24 ________ 24_.oooo _________ 5.oooo --~------3.4934 ___ .. ·. ____ 1_._506f?-
25 26.0QOO 6.0000 2.6426 . .-.. 3;3574 
26 . ________ 26. 5000 _________ 5.yOQ\L _ . __ .-:·---. 2.4869 ____ - _______ 2~s'i1t· 
GRAPH COOES A="/1.VEi{A-GEO v ?=PREDICTED Y B=BOTH 
x ANO y VAL-U~S ARE PLOTTFO IN TRANSFUP.t1ED ur'JITS ____________________________ _ 
7.500 22.500 37.500 52.500 67.500 
26.800 + 26.800 
--------~---------------- --------
24.Sl)C + + 2<1o.800 
--------------
22.-80('1 + ------------------------- + - 22.800 --
20.soc + + 20.800 
18 •. 8~0.+ - - ; 18.80&--
P_. 
+ 16.800 
P• 
--A-- P--·-·-------
. . _.:,_.::~·· ._. _______ . ---· ... '.· - . 
------- - -- ----p- .: .. ·A . - -
- -.p~---- ---------------
-· p 
+ 12. 800 
;::.-:~-- .·~--· - . . ----- - -----------------
A p 
------- ------------p-
-- -.- ----,o-.;ircio-- · 
• 
-..",.'.··::-,-_-- --,"';'----------------------
-- ·.:··~. -· ------------
---. -- ~-~,ef +- --- --> > .. ---------- 8.800 
,·~-~····· .. ~:_.~-~~~~-~.+ ••••••••••• -•• ~~~~-2-2-~~n_:_~-·-~~·~:_~~~-r:soo···············Boo·.··~!-~:_~~57-:~;~o~a-------
'---0.-000- 15.000 1o;·ano -- . 45.000 b0.000 
APPENDIX B 
EXAMPLE FOR QOMFVTATION O~ SUM OF SQUARES 
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EXAMPLE FOR COMPUTATION OF SUM OF SQUARES 
Observed Data from Stabilometer Test (G. I. ::::; 0 - 4) 
No. of 
Sample No. Replicates :x; (Moisture Content) y (R-value) 
1 1 13.7 11. 0 
2 1 24.4 5.0 
3 1 15,0 10.0 
4 1 12.0 36.0 
5 1 12.0 21.0 
6 1 17.2 7.0 
7 1 13, 2 20.0 
8 l. 10.0 57.0 
9 2 12.0 24.0,20.0 
10 1 10.8 31,.0 
11 3 10.0 60.0,63.0,59.0 
12 1 13,5 22.0 
13 1 2118 7.0 
14 1 12,8 32.0 
15 1 14.5 8.0 
16 1 13.3 18.0 
17 1 12.7 27.0 
18 1 12.3 34.0 
19 2 11.0 30.0, 35.0 
20 2 13, O 12.0, 18.0 
21 1 21.5 5.0 
22 1 13.5 18.0 
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R-Values at Same Moisture Content 
x Sample No. No. of Replicates y 
12.0 4 1 36.0 
5 1 21.0 
9 2 24.0,20.0 
10.0 8 3 57.0 
11 3 60.0,63.0,59.0 
13.5 12 1 
22 1 
Procedure for Computation 
lo Total SS= 11,0 2 + 5.0 2 + 2 . + 18,0 
2. 
3. 
Mean SS= (11.0 + 2 5,0 +. , , + 18.0) /27 
Total SS (corrected)= Total SS - Mean SS 
22.0 
18.0 
4. Experimental Error SS = 362 + 212 + (24 + 20>2 (36+21+24+20)
2 
-2 4 
+ 57 2 + (60+63+59)
2 (57+60+63+59) 2 
3 4 
+ 222 + 182 - c22 + 18/ 2 
2t+2 202 - ' 2 5. Technical Error SS = + (2L} + 20) 2 
+ 602 + 6/ + 59 2 (60 + 63 + 59)
2 
3 
+ 30 2 + 352 (30 + 35)
2 
2 
+ 1z2 + 182 (12 + 18)
2 
2 
6. Residual SS= Total SS (corr.) - Exp, error 1SS - Technical Error SS 
7. Deviation from curve SS= obtained from the regression analysis 
(See Appendix A) 
8. Due to model SS= Total SS (corr.) - Dev. from curve SS 
9. Lack of fit SS = Residual SS - Due to Model SS 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER OUTPQTS FOR LINEAR REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS - RES~STANCE VALUE VS, 
MOISTURE CONTENT AT 300 PSI 
EXUDATION PRESSURE 
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ANALYSIS OF "POOR" SOILS 
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSIO~. 
OKLAHOMA ST~TE UNIVERSITY IAPA.tl~l96q) 
A VERSIO~ OF THE Rl:GRESSION PRUGRAH .CoN=T_A_I_N=Eo~-,----
IN ISM*S SVSTEM/360 SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE • 
.,,..,... ............ -----....... -------......... -------....a..aa ....... ......,..;..;;..._,_ _______ .,.........,._...;........;..;..;......,;;..;'--~~~~'--~~~~~~·-
PROBLEM cooe ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• R-NC 
NUMBER JF V~~l~BLES•••••••••;••••••••~• 2 
DATA INPUT ONo•~••••••••••••••••·~··••• CARDS 
NUMRER bf VARIABLE FO~MAT CARDS.~·••••• l 
me FOLLOWING FORMAT Will BE USED IN READING THE INPUT DATA FOR- THIS.PROBLEM-.. 
IF3.l,F2.0) . . 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATJONSoo••••••••••••••• 15 
-~-- ---------···------- .. -·--··-----------··. -----.----- .. , .;-
. OASERVAT ION ,..\· VARIABLE INDEX 
l 2 
1 16.!iooooo· .. · . ·• s.000000 · · · 
2 22 .399994. : . . .. · .· .. 5.000000 . . · 3'- 24-:'599991" . ~ -~-1;;000000 ·------·----------
4 22~500000 .. . . · 6.000000 . 
· 5 24.000000 5.000000· 
6 . . ·· . • 21.699997 . s.000000 · · 
--~---------,:......~-. -· -~-:----~6, Ol>O<HYl'.r-. ----. -'--:.-. · -,~·000000---:-··--:---." 
A 25~()00000 .. ··· .. ,- 5.000000. .. 
---~---- ·· -re;-----· ~f6:lr9<J<l<i4~- · .---- ·a.000000----------··- · -
10 19.7?9'188 . .1;000000. . 
11· · .. 24~·0MOOO . . ·5,000000 
. 12 2i..000006 . · ... ,·· ·. •. 5~000000) 
.------y- · ~ 3 . ----,--, 21',000000 '-:"7 • ' <,~5.000000 
I . 14 17, 500000 · ·.·• < · . 5.000000 , : . 
. ·. 1 _. is · _ ~4.000-0,00 ~:-•,;,( ::, .. JJJf:3~:3>'.';:,· 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION· 
PROBLEM CODE •••• R-MC 
HODEL 1 
CASE NO. 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
OF THE SELECTION COOED •GI1020' 
TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
'( VALUE · 
5.00000 
5.00000 
5.00000 
6.00000 
5,00000 
s.00000. 
5.00000 
5.00000 
8.00000 
1.00000 
5.00000 
5.00000 · 
5.00000 
5 .• 00000 
5. 00000 '· 
. Y ESTIMATE 
&.20585 
· 5. 34034 
5.01761 
5.32567 
5.10563 
5.44303 
4. 81223 
4.95-893 
6. 14 718 
5.72176 
5.10563 
5.10563 
5.54572 
6 •. 05916 
5.10563 
RESIDUAL 
-1.20585 
-0.34034 
-0.01761 
o.67433 
-Q.10563 . 
-0.44303 
0.18777 
0.04107 
1.85282. 
1.27824 
-0.10563 
-0.10563 
·-o.54572 
-l.05916 
..;.0.10563 
MATRIX OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS . 
PROBLEM CQOE.~~R~MC 
2 ROWS · 2 COLUMNS 
____ __.,__...;_ ___ -'--G~O~L~U~M=N.·_ ~---·~1-··--,...,.-'-..__,___,...---"-'..:.._=2~.·--~.c.;__-----'--
• ROW 1 l.000000. · · ~o. 492244 
. · ROW 2 
-0.492244 · 1.000000 
':,'.(. 
MATRIX OF SUMS oF P~~~~~~P~gg~;!! ~~~cQEVit!~P~::sJ,.~~:·~~:~~~'.~~1:,j{;:. 
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MULTIPLE REGRESSION . 
· PROBLEM CODE •••• R-MC 
HODEL 1 OF THE SELECTION CODED 'Gll-020' 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS •••.• .;.-.; •••••. l!? 
VARIABLE 
NO. 
i 
. DEPENDENT 
·. 2 
INTERCEPT. ·. 
MEAN 
21.99332 . 
. 5 •. 40000 .. 
HULT lP.L E CORRELATION 
STD. ER~QR.- Of EST I :-tATE 
STAlllDARD 
DEVIATION 
3.05438 
o:.ci1026 . 
8.62636 
·.0.49224 
Oe82225 
·.··. CORRELA Tl ON 
..•. x vs y 
... Q.49224 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
~0.14670 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE '~tiR THE REGRESSION 
:-'SQi!~,9~,J)F VA~lAT ION 
:. -: - '.-..: .-·~.- :.- -:-=··i,:, -_ ·;=.:.:~:-~;' 
DEGREES 
·OF FREEDOM 
.. SUM OF HEAN 
.. SQUARES SQUARES 
2.81072 2.81072 
STD. ERROR 
OF REG.COEF. 
0.01195 
F VALUE 
4.15727 
COMPUTED 
T VALUE 
-2.03894 
. ATTRLBllTA.BLE·.JO REGRESSION 
DEV IAT {.QN)f!l!OM REiGRE SS I ON 
. ·. TOT4'l.\<:'/: •· 
1 
13 
14 
·• a. 78928 o.67610 ; :ll •. 6000"'0,------------'---,-a-'-----.;__------'--------
APPENDIX D 
COMPUTER OUTPUTS FOR LINEAR REGRESSION 
ANALYSIS - MOISTURE CGNTENT AT 300 
PSI EXUDATION PRESSURE VS. 
OPTIMUM MOISTURE CONTENT 
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ANALYSIS OF "GOOD" SOILS 
MULTIPLE LINEAR REG~ESSION 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY (APR'-'-'-'IL::....,1~9~6~9~1------------------
A VERSION OF THE REGRESS JON PROGRAM CONT A II\IE.n, 
IN IBH•S SYSTEM/360 SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE • 
. PROBLEM cooe •••••••••• i~ •• ~ ••••••• ~ •••• HC-OHC 
NUMBER.OF VARIABLES•••••••••••••••••••• 2 
DATA INPUT ON••••~·••••••••~••••••••••• CARDS 
NUMBER dF VARIABLE FORMAT CAR.OS........ l 
THE FOLLOWING FORMAT Will BE USED IN READING THE INPUT DATA FOR THISPROBLEH,: ( F3o l;,F4, l I .. . . . 
ijUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS.,............... 19, 
INPUT TO HULT IPLE · REGRESSION 
PROB I.EH CODE •• ,. HC-_O_H_C __ ·------~------~-~ 
···.<< : :. 
OB.SER VAT ION 
· 1 2 
l 13.200000. 13.700000 
2. ao.sooooo 24.399994 3 1.3. sooooo-~---~1 s. ooc><roo~.--~ 
4 . 12 .000000 12.000000 
5 • · ; n. 500000 12.000000 
6 . . is. soooo6 11.i 99997 
. 1 n. 000000 . 13-;·wocn....,..... . . -. ----,-------
a 11.000000 10.000000 
-......-'---~9-'----~---'w-12~ .. ~.oin<,001)1m· 12-:;-mmoTI~ 
10 11. 000000 10. 799999 
11 18.500000. 21.799988 
12 12.400000 · 12.799999 
~----1~3~--------.-1~4,_.... 000000 · ri.. smro"'o.,..o..,..• ---
14 14.000000 13.299999 
----,1'"'s,.....,..--------.-12· . 7 99 99 9 .· ·. ·· · · u-:;z-o-o~o~a~a-............. ---"--'--'--'--··'"'-''--*"-' 
16 11,799999. 12,29.9999 
11 11.000000 u.000()00 
-..--....,---.I-,;;:c--·--------rH..-· .-....· ~ggggg . . . H::~.g?~f.<L:,::iz1iPt;~{·. 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
PROBLEM CODE •••• MC-OMC 
MODEL 1 UF THE SELECTION CooEo •Ct 0-4 1 
CASE NO. Y VALUE Y ESTPfUE RESTDUA[-. -· 
1 11.10000 13.90856 -0.20856 
2 24.39999 24.672B1 .-o.212s1 
3 15.00000 14~35093 . 0.64907 
4 12. oomro .... ----.....12~.~1 .... 19To-------0~9~10~-
5 12.00000 11.40101 o.59817 
6 11 • 2 o cm o 11. 101ro 3 -=u:;·rnmri.--· 
7 11.20000 13.61365 -0.41365 
8 lO;QOOOO Io.66454 -o.66454 
9 12.00000 12.13910 -0.13910 
~-....,..,10..-----.... 10·~81llrO"O · 10-;-(>li7is4 o-;n51to--
11 21.79999 21.72371 0.07628 
12 12.acrooo 12.7211'92 o-;o?roa-·--
11 14.50000 15.08822 -0~58822 
14 · 13.30000 15.q8S22 -1. 78822 
15 '13.20000 13.31875 -0.11875 
--...... 1....,...6----....-,12...-;oo~o~o.-----. ~1.-.1~ ....... a-4't('S----o·;,.s-s-a2--· 
17 11.00000 10;66454 0.33546 
18 13. 00000 12 .139TO -:--o-;aoo-90-· 
19 . n.soooo. 20.249t5 J.25085 
_.,......_.~-.- ·---·----·-·--- ....... -· .... - . ·- . ' . -------~~--·-----
MATRJX OF CORRELATION ,COEF.FICIENTS 
PROBLEt-1 CJDE ••• MC-OMC 
. 2. ROWS 2 COLUMNS, 
C.OLUMN , , 1. 
·~-~-----~ 
2 
ROW 1 1;000000 00986419 
-----Ro-w~-. _2 ____ 0,......._,9...,.8_6_4-=-19_,·----,,--1-=-. 0000:c--oo=-. '-----
. ·, . ' ' ··: . . ,: .. '.. . . 
--· - . ---............ -. ------.--~- ::: ' . ~- ......... -, ---.. ---------
,MURIX OF SUMS 
, COLUMN 
ROW 1 
ROW 2 
l 2' 
-----------, -.--,. 
Ool28904E 03 O~J90016E 63 
Q.1900'76,E 03 C286048E O~ · ----~ 
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-f'fULTlf>'LE 'REGRESSION 
PROBLEM COOE •••• HC-OMC. 
MODEL _ l OF. THE SELECTION COJED 'Gl 0-4' 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS • .; ••••••• / ... ~. 
VARI ABLE 
- - DEPENDENT 
2 
INTERCEPT · --
. MEAN 
14.4052.5 .· 
·-
• • MULTIPLE CORRELATION 
STD .. ESJIM_ATE 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
_ 2.67606 -
4~00033 
...... 50 55555 
-----. 0 .. 98642 
-_ Q.67610 
- CORRELA TI ON 
-•XVS Y 
·. b.98642 
REGRESSION 
COEFF IC IEN T 
. l.47456 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION 
A TH rs-trrA~t,~(TO Ri;GRE s s I ON 
DEV IA-M'QN•0 f:ROM. RE:GRESS ION 
TOJA_la:·<·•·-· 
DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM 
1 
17 
18 
-- __ - SUM OF 
SQUARES 
280.27734 
. -:1.11100 
·zss.04834 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
280.27734 
Oo 45712 
STD. ERROR 
OF REG .. COEF. 
0.05955 
F VALUE 
613 .. 14063 
COMPUTED 
T VALUE 
24 .. 76166 
ANALYSIS OF "FAIR" SOILS 
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
OKLAHOMA StATE UNIVERSITY IAPRIL,19691 
·A· VERSIO!'i OF THE REGRESSION PROGRAM Co..-N•T•A"'IN;-;;E::.0.,---'---~-----'----
IN IBM'S SYSTEM/360 SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE. 
PROBLEM CODE ••••• ~ •• ~ •••••••••••••••••• MC-OMC 
NUMBER OP VARIABLES ••••• ~.............. 2 
DATA INPUT ON ••• ~•••••••••••••••••••••• CARDS 
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!'iUMBER OF. VARIABLE FORM.AT CAffDS. •., "·-·-·-·~· ___ l_~---'-
THE FOLLOWING FORMAT Wll.l BE USED IN READING THE INPUT DATAFOR HfiSPROBLEM •. ·· 
CF3.1,.F4.ll 
NUMBER OF ORSERVATIONSoo••••••••••••••• 22 
' . 
-~-------- r-------- . . -•--. - ... - ' -
INPUT TO MULTIPLE REGRESSION. 
PROBLEM CJOE ••• ~H.C:"OHC \<. <~"" 
~..:__--~:.~~-·.-··.·-:·";!::·:, 
OBSERVATION ·1 •. VARt'i\si.E1Noex··· "i}'{ 
L l 
1 9.5.00000, • 10.299999 
2 , 11.500000 12.099999 
------......,3~------~1-.2~.=4~0=0=0=0=0-----~1r;-s-ooomr-
4 13,000000 13.000000 
5. 12.900006 · 1s.oooooo 
· t, ; 15. 000000 · 16/cioOooo 
1 -.---rr;-lon-u·~o-o-c_....,.._,'--'-_.~. 1~3--".7-9--g-9""9-r 
!! 16.0000,00. 22.199997 
--------,9s-------~-HT!f0'1loo~O. . . lf;7001HY0-
10 i6.000000 , 17. 399994 . · 
11 18.399994 · 19.299988 
12 13.500000 12.599999 
13 IS. oooITTfo . 15. 1oomro-· 
14 21.299988 26.500000 
-~-----'-15 ·-----1-a. s-o-om:;o 21. ooMo-o-~ 
16 15.000000. 16~59~9~[~ 
MODEL 
MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
PROBLEM CODE •••• MC~OMC 
l OF THE SELECTION· CODED 'GI 5-9' 
TABLE OF RESIDUALS--
CASE NO. V VALUE .V mTT-fATE RFSTDUA·l-------
1 10. 30000 8. 43 769 1. 86231 
2 12~10000. 11.40938 0.69062 
3. 11.50000 12.74664 -1.24664 
---4-----1~3-.-ooooo 13.63814 ..;0~1>J1rp.----
5 15.00000 13.48956 1.51044 
---6.,.-;...-'-----~16~.~ooooo~----1 rn9_8'J ______ o. 5-o-9n----· 
7 13~80000 13.93532 -0.13532 
8 22.20000 18.09569 . 4.10431 
9 14.70000 13.63814 1.06186 
--~1~0~---~-17. 39999 { a .• 1J95b 9 -o e l)q5o9--
l l 19.29999 21.66170 -2.36171 
12 12. 60000. 14. 381lf7 -1. T8T07 __ __ 
13 15.70000 16.60983 -0.90983 
14 26.50000 2s.9?064 o.s2936 
15 21.00000 . 21~81029 .· -0~81029 
16 .16.59999 16.60983. -o;oo-g-irz.---~---
11 22.09999 21.06737 1.03262 
10 14. 10000 . 16.60983 ,... r.--q1r9s3·----
19 llo5000Q < 12.!39522 ·. ""l,.39522 
MATRIX,OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
.PROBLEM CODE •• ~MC~OMC . 
2 ROWS. 2 COLUMNS 
-----~-~C~O~L~U~M~N_:.,.._ __ ·-~l~-------..c...,,::2'--------
ROW. · l 1 .• 000000 0.94744i 
---'------':'=..;..,~--=-'--.,...-----=c.=...::~_,c:,:_.;......-___ =..:;.~ ~'-,.."'-'--~~ 
ROW 2 0.947441 1.000000 
2 ROWS 
COLUMN 
ROW l O.l83094E 03 0~272050€ 03 
----ffOW . 2--. 0.27205DE 03c - ·o.450318E 03- . -~. --
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M'Ul TtPLE REGRESS ION 
·PROBL EH CODE •••• M.C-Ot-1C 
HODEL 1 OF. THE SELECTION COD;EO 'Gl 5-:,9 1 
NU·MBER OF OB SERVA TlON S.; .: •• • •••• • ·~ . iz .. ; i,; 
VARIABLE 
NO. 
1· 
· .. · DEPHtDENT 
2 
INTERCEPT.-. 
.. MEAN 
• MUL Tl PLE C,9:RREl1'HON 
STD. ESTIMATE 
STAND ARO 
. OEV.IAT IJ'l 
- ·•·. 2.;952.l6 
4~63073 
·.·· .·-5.67784 
0.94744 
l.51811 
CORRELATION 
\?(-, vs y .. 
· : o.;q4744 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
·· l.48585 
· ANALYSIS t;lf VARIANCE FOR. THE REGRESSION 
. _. A lT ~ I B:!,JJ N:\J:.~:(fO ~E:G.R ES SI ON · 
OEVIAf'j'OiiiJ:JUJM REGRESSION 
DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM 
1 
20 
21 
SUM OF 
SQUARES 
404.22461 
.46.09302 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
404.22461 
2.30465 
STD. ERROR 
OF REG.COEF .. 
0.11.219 
F VALUE 
175.39520 
COMPUTED/: 
T VALUE· ... 
13024369 . 
ANALYSIS OF "POOR" SOILS 
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY IAPRILll9b91 
A VE~SION OF THE REGRESSION PROGRAM CONTAINED, 
IN IBM'S SYSTEM/360 SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE PACKAGE. 
PRORLEM CODE•••••••••~••••••••••••~••••MC-OMC 
~UMBER OF VARIABLES•••••••••••••••••••• 2 
DATA INPUT ON•••••••••••••••••••~•••••• CARDS 
NUMBER OF VARIABLE FORMAT CARDS•••••••• 1 
83 
THE fOI..LOWING FJRMAT WILL BE USED IN READING. THE INPUT DATA FOR THIS f>ROBLEM.-
(F3.1,F4.l I 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONSo•••••••••••••••• 12 
-~----. ---,-----·------ --- . •, -'c - ·. ·.· .·.· < ··.... :_ • ••• . . . . '.-·'_,.· ;;.;:;,..;.;_....:.;,....,.:,..;...,.;;."-,;....:...;;__;__~ ..... 
i INPUT TO HULT I PLE -REGRESS JON 
______ [.__ __ P_ROBLEM CODE .•••• MC-OMC . 
OBSERVATION VARIABLE INDEX 
·-....;.__~1--·--'--~--'--'-·~14:.--':.~-. o~oo oo u. si·cro~o-o~~ 
2 16 .000000 . 2 2. 399994 
--'----~3---~---~-.-7-.soooo-o-·----~i4.59999f--
4 17,000000 22.500000 
5 16.000000 ··. 21,699997 
~ ie.000000 -26~000000 
1 £1!--:001::rooo r.o-croo-o·o-:-
s 15,000000 16~899994 
-------------5:,9-qgqg 9-;1999·a-s---
10 
11 
12 
15, 5ooooo 21.000000 
15,400000 11.500000 
11.000000 24.000000' 
------------------'-' ~~--··: 
MULTleLE REGRESSION 
PROBLEM CODE •••• MC-O~C 
. HODEL l OF THE SELECTION CODED 9 Gll020' 
TABLE OF RESIDUALS 
CASE NO, Y VALUE Y ES TllfATE RTSTUIJAl 
l 16.50000 16.-00609 0.49391 
2 22 .• 39999 20.88219 1.~1781 
3 24.59999. 24.53925 . 0.06015 
---4~. ---~2=2-. ~5 a·~o~o~o~--~=2~3 -. 3~2-o-2=2-~--"'--'---~o. ez<r2-2--·-
5 21,70000 20.88219 0,81781 
6 26. oooo·-o--"-----2-s-.-1s1fl~ . o.--z41, 3----· 
. 1 25.00000 2s.15a21 ~o.1s021 
8 16,89999 18,44414 -1.54414 
9 , 19. 79999 19.90695 -0.10696 
10 21. 00000 19. 66316 r-;-3·15·9-4--· -· 
11 17,50000 . 19.419J6 -l.91936 
12 24.00000 23.32022 o-;u-qra--· 
MATRIX O~ CORRELATION COE~FICIENTS 
PROBLEM:(otiE •• ,MC-OMC . 
2 ·ROWS 2 COLUMNS 
__________ C_O~L_. U_M-"N --'----'-.zl_. -.. ~. -'--.•-""· ...... ;._....;...---=-2 '--. -'-----'-
.. ROW l l. 000000 0.94271.4 
ROW 2 0,942714 1.000000 
- :_. ---s· , . ..,.· ----......... -....-...---~-....--........;...-------
MATRIX OF SUMS OF CRQSS-PRdDUCTS OF DEV I AT JONS FROM MEAri( 
PROBLEM CODE,.• Mc;-:OMC . ·. ·· · · .. · · 
--------~~--'-'---'---'~---'- -~~~-.i:1~: 
2 ROWS 
COLUMN 
ROW l 
_.,.._,_ _ __.,__-=Ro W 2 
84 
MULTIPLE REGRESS ION 
PROBLE1'1 COQE •• •~.MC-OlolC . 
. MODEL 1 OF THE SELECTION CODED I Gll020' 
. - .· 
. - .· . . . . . ' 
NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS •.•.•••• ••-H·•·•. 12 
V~RIABLE MEAN 
NE!. 
- 1 · . 16 .• 24998 
DEPENDENT 
z . 21. 4916:5 
HHERCEPt 
MULTIPLE· L[!RRELATION 
·· STD. ERROR OF .€STIHATE. 
. STM-!DARD . 
DEVIATION 
f .. 25300 
3.24050 
~:18.12656 
· 0.94271 
··· l.13380 
REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 
2 .. 43805 
AN ALYS IS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION · 
VARIATION 
. ATH I130J~~'~°'~'ffrJ· Rt;:;GllESSlON . 
DEV IAJ].tlf>{,.',ffltJ~ _RE,GRESS.ION 
DEGREES 
OF FREEDOM 
l 
1.0 
11 
, SUM OF 
SQUARES 
102.65405 
12.85503 
MEAN 
SQUARES 
102.65405 
lo28550 
STOo ERROR 
QF REG.COEF. 
0027283 
F VALUE 
79.855.19 
COMPUTED 
T VALUE 
8o93€tl8 
c 
t 
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